While data science has emerged as an ambitious new scientific field, related debates and discussions have sought to address why science in general needs data science and what even makes data science a science. However, few such discussions concern the intrinsic complexities and intelligence in data science problems and the gaps in and opportunities for data science research. Following a comprehensive literature review, I offer a number of observations concerning big data and the data science debate. For example, discussion has covered not only data-related disciplines and domains like statistics, computing, and informatics but traditionally less data-related fields and areas like social science and business management as well. Data science has thus emerged as a new inter- and cross-disciplinary field. Although many publications are available, most (likely over 95%) concern existing concepts and topics in statistics, data mining, machine learning, and broad data analytics. This limited view demonstrates how data science has emerged from existing core disciplines, particularly statistics, computing, and informatics. The abuse, misuse, and overuse of the term “data science” is ubiquitous, contributing to the hype, and myths and pitfalls are common. While specific challenges have been covered, few scholars have addressed the low-level complexities and problematic nature of data science or contributed deep insight about the intrinsic challenges, directions, and opportunities of data science as an emerging field.

Data science promises new opportunities for scientific research, addressing, say, “What can I do now but could not do before, as when processing large-scale data?”; “What did I do before that does not work now, as in methods that view

**key insights**

- Data science problems require systematic thinking, methodologies, and approaches to help spur development of machine intelligence.
- The conceptual landscape of data science assists data scientists trying to understand, represent, and synthesize the complexities and intelligence in related problems.
- Data scientists aim to invent data- and intelligence-driven machines to represent, learn, simulate, reinforce, and transfer human-like intuition, imagination, curiosity, and creative thinking through human-data interaction and cooperation.
data objects as independent and identically distributed variables (IID)?”; “What problems not solved well previously are becoming even more complex, as when quantifying complex behavioral data?”; and “What could I not do better before, as in deep analytics and learning?”

As data science focuses on a systematic understanding of complex data and related business problems,6,7 I take the view here that data science problems are complex systems5,19 and data science aims to translate data into insight and intelligence for decision making. Accordingly, I focus on the complexities and intelligence hidden in complex data science problems, along with the research issues and methodologies needed to develop data science from a complex-system perspective.

What It Is
The concept of data science was originally proposed within the statistics and mathematics community23,24 where it essentially concerned data analysis. Data science today17 goes beyond specific areas like data mining and machine learning or whether it is the next generation of statistics.9,11,12 But what is it?

Definition. Data science is a new trans-disciplinary field that builds on and synthesizes a number of relevant disciplines and bodies of knowledge, including statistics, informatics, computing, communication, management, and sociology, to study data following “data science thinking”6 (see Figure 1). Consider this discipline-based data science formula

\[
data science = \{ \text{statistics} \cap \text{informatics} \cap \text{computing} \cap \text{communication} \cap \text{sociology} \cap \text{management} \mid \text{data} \cap \text{domain} \cap \text{thinking} \}
\]

where “|” means “conditional on.”

X-Complexities in Data Science
A core objective of data science is exploration of the complexities19 inherently trapped in data, business, and problem-solving systems.3 Here, complexity refers to sophisticated characteristics in data science systems. I treat data science problems as complex systems involving comprehensive system complexities, or X-complexities, in terms of data (characteristics), behavior, domain, social factors, environment (context), learning (process and system), and deliverables.

Data complexity is reflected in terms of sophisticated data circumstances and characteristics, including large scale, high dimensionality, extreme imbalance, online and real-time interaction and processing, cross-media applications, mixed sources, strong dynamics, high frequency, uncertainty, noise mixed with data, unclear structures, unclear hierarchy, heterogeneous or unclear distribution, strong sparsity, and unclear availability of specific sometimes critical data. An important issue for data scientists involves the complex relations hidden in data that are critical to understanding the hidden forces in data. Complex relations could consist of comprehensive couplings2 that may not be describable through existing association, correlation, dependence, and causality theories and systems. Such couplings may include explicit and implicit, structural and nonstructural, semantic and syntactic, hierarchical and vertical, local and global, traditional and nontraditional relations, and evolution and effect.

Data complexities inspire new perspectives that could not have been done or done better before. For example, traditional large surveys of sensor data, including statisticians’ questions and survey participants, have been shown to be less effective, as seen in related complications (such as wrongly targeted participants, low overall response rate, and questions unanswered). However, data-driven discovery can help determine who is to be surveyed, what questions need to be answered, the actionable survey operation model, and how cost-effective the survey would be.

Behavior complexity refers to the challenges involved in understanding what actually takes place in business activities by connecting to the semantics and processes and behavioral subjects and objects in the physical world often ignored or simplified in the data world generated by physical-activity-to-data conversion in data-acquisition and -management systems. Behavior complexities are embodied in coupled individual and group behaviors, behavior networking, collective behaviors, behavior divergence and convergence, “nonoccurring”8 behaviors, behavior-network evolution, group-behavior reasoning, recovery of what actually happened, happens, or will happen in
the physical world from the highly deformed information collected in the purely data world, insights, impact, utility, and effect of behaviors, and the emergence and management of behavior intelligence. However, limited systematic research outcomes are available for comprehensively quantifying, representing, analyzing, reasoning about, and managing complex behaviors.

Data scientists increasingly recognize domain complexity as a critical aspect of data science for discovering intrinsic data characteristics, value, and actionable insight. Domain complexities are reflected in a problem domain as domain factors, domain processes, norms, policies, qualitative-versus-quantitative domain knowledge, expert knowledge, hypotheses, meta-knowledge, involvement of and interaction with domain experts and professionals, multiple and cross-domain interactions, experience acquisition, human-machine synthesis, and roles and leadership in the domain. However, existing data analytics focuses mainly on domain knowledge.

Social complexity is embedded in business activity and its related data and is a key part of data and business understanding. It may be embodied in such aspects of business problems as social networking, community emergence, social dynamics, impact evolution, social conventions, social contexts, social cognition, social intelligence, social media, group formation and evolution, group interaction and collaboration, economic and cultural factors, social norms, emotion, sentiment and opinion influence processes, and social issues, including security, privacy, trust, risk, and accountability in social contexts. Promising interdisciplinary opportunities emerge when social science meets data science.

Environment complexity is another important factor in understanding complex data and business problems, as reflected in environmental (contextual) factors, contexts of problems and data, context dynamics, adaptive engagement of contexts, complex contextual interactions between the business environment and data systems, significant changes in business environment and their effect on data systems, and variations and uncertainty in interactions between business data and the business environment. Such aspects of the system environment have concerned open complex systems but not yet data science. If ignored, a model suitable for one domain might produce misleading outcomes in another, as is often seen in recommender systems.

Learning (process and system) complexity must be addressed to achieve the goal of data analytics. Challenges in analyzing data include developing methodologies, common task frameworks, and learning paradigms to handle data, domain, behavioral, social, and environmental complexity. Data scientists must be able to learn from heterogeneous sources and inputs, parallel and distributed inputs, and their infinite dynamics in real time; support on-the-fly active and adaptive learning of large data volumes in computational resource-poor environments (such as embedded sensors), as well as multi-source learning, while considering the relations and interactions between sensors; enable combined learning across multiple learning objectives, sources, feature sets, analytical methods, frameworks, and outcomes; learn non-IID data-mixing coupling relationships with heterogeneity; and ensure transparency and certainty of learning models and outcomes.

Other requirements for managing and exploiting data include appropriate design of experiments and mechanisms. Inappropriate learning could result in misleading or harmful outcomes, as in a classifier that works for balanced data but could mistakenly classify biased and sparse cases in anomaly detection.

The complexity of a deliverable data product, or “deliverable complexity” becomes an obstruction when actionable insight is the focus of a data science application. Such complexity necessitates identification and evaluation of the outcomes that satisfy technical significance and have high business value from both an objective and a subjective perspective. The related challenges for data scientists also involve designing the appropriate evaluation, presentation, visualization, refinement, and prescription of learning outcomes and deliverables to satisfy diverse business needs, stakeholders, and decision support. In general, data deliverables to business users must be easy to understand and interpretable by nonprofessionals, revealing insights that directly inform and enable decision making and possibly having a transformative effect on business processes and problem solving.

**X-Intelligence in Data Science**

Data science is a type of “intelligence science” that aims to transform data into knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom. In this transformation, comprehensive intelligence, or “X-intelligence,” is often used to address a complex data science problem, referring to comprehensive and valuable information. X-intelligence can help inform the deeper, more structured and organized comprehension, representation, and problem solving in the underlying complexities and challenges.

Data intelligence highlights the most valuable information and narratives in the formation and solution of business problems or value in the corresponding data. Intelligence hidden in data is discovered by data science through its ability to understand data characteristics and complexities. Apart from the usual focus on complexities in data structures, distribution, quantity, speed, and quality, the focus in data science is on the intelligence hidden in the unknown “Space D” in Figure 2. For example, in addition to existing protocols for cancer treatment, determining what new and existing treatments fail on which patients might be informed by analyzing healthcare data and diversified external data relevant to cancer patients. The level of data intelligence depends on how much and to what extent a data scientist is able to deeply understand and represent data characteristics and complexities.

Data scientists discover behavior intelligence by looking into the activities, processes, dynamics, and impact of individual and group actors, or the behavior and business quantifiers, owners, and users in the physical world. Such discovery requires they be able to bridge the gap between the data world and the physical world by connecting what happened and what will happen in the problem and discovering behavior insights through behavior informatics. For example, in monitoring online shopping websites, regulators must be able to recognize whether ratings and comments are made by robots, rather than humans;
likewise, in social media, detecting algorithms, or robot-generated comments, in billions of daily transactions is itself a computational challenge. Constructing sequential behavior vector spaces and modeling interactions with other accounts in a given time period and then differentiating abnormal behaviors may be useful for understanding the difference between proactive and subjective human activity and the reactive and patternable behaviors of software robots.

Domain intelligence emerges from relevant domain factors, knowledge, meta-knowledge, and other domain-specific resources associated with a problem and its target data. Qualitative and quantitative domain intelligence can help inform and enable a data scientist’s deep understanding of domain complexities and their roles in discovering unknown knowledge and actionable insight. For example, to learn high-frequency trading strategies for use with stock data, a strategy modeler must include the “order book” and microstructure of the related “limit market.”

Human intelligence plays a central role in complex data science systems through explicit, or direct, involvement of human intuition, imagination, empirical knowledge, belief, intention, expectation, runtime supervision, evaluation, and expertise. It also concerns the implicit, or indirect, involvement of human intelligence in the form of imaginative thinking, emotional intelligence, inspiration, brainstorming, reasoning inputs, and embodied cognition, as in convergent thinking through interaction with fellow humans. For example, as “data-science thinking” is crucial for addressing complex data problems, data scientists must be able to apply subjective factors, qualitative reasoning, and critical imagination.

Network intelligence emerges from both Web intelligence and broad-based networking and connected activities and resources, especially through the Internet of Things, social media, and mobile services. Information and facilities from the networks involved in target business problems can contribute useful information for complex data-science problem solving; a relevant example is crowdsourcing-based open source system development and algorithm design.

Organizational intelligence emerges from the proper understanding, involvement, and modeling of organizational goals, actors, and roles, as well as structures, behaviors, evolution and dynamics, governance, regulation, convention, process, and workflow in data science systems. For example, the cost effectiveness of enterprise analytics and functioning of data science teams rely on organizational intelligence.

Social intelligence emerges from the social complexities discussed earlier. Human social intelligence is embedded in social interactions, group goals and intentions, social cognition, emotional intelligence, consensus construction, and group decision making. Social intelligence is also associated with social-network intelligence and collective interactions among social systems, as well as the business rules, law, trust, and reputation for governing social intelligence. Typical artificial social systems include social networks and social media in which data-driven social complexities are understood through social-influence modeling, latent relation modeling, and community formation and evolution in online societies.

Environmental intelligence is also hidden in data science problems, as specified in terms of the underlying domain and related organizational, social, human, and network intelligence. Data science systems are open, with interactions between the world of transformed data and the physical world functioning as the overall data environment. Examples include context-aware analytics involving contextual factors and evolving interactions and changes between data and context, as in infinite-dynamic-relation modeling in social networks.

**Figure 2. Known-to-unknown discovery in data science.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immaturity of Capability/Capacity</td>
<td>Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invisibility of Data/Physical Worlds</td>
<td>Do Not Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blind CKI (Space C)</td>
<td>Unknown CKI (Space D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known CKI (Space A)</td>
<td>Hidden CKI (Space B)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Known-to-Unknown Transformation**

Complex data science problem-solving journeys taken by data scientists represent a cognitive progression from understanding known to unknown complexities in order to transform data into knowledge, intelligence, and insight for decision taking by inventing and applying respective data-intelligence discovery capabilities. In this context, knowledge represents processed information in terms of information mixture, procedural action, or propositional rules; resulting insight refers to the deep understanding of intrinsic complexities and mechanisms in data and its corresponding physical world.

Figure 2 outlines data science progression aiming to reduce the immaturity of capabilities and capacity (y-axis) to better understand the hidden complexities, knowledge, and intelligence (CKI) in data/physical worlds (x-axis) from the 100% known state K to the 100% unknown state U. Based on data/physical world visibility and capability/capacity maturity, data science can be categorized into four data challenges:

“Space A” represents the known space; that is, “I (my mature capability/capacity) know what I know (about the visible world).” This is like the ability of sighted people to recognize an elephant by seeing the whole animal, whereas non-sighted people might be able to identify only part of the animal through touch. Knowledge concerning visible data is known to people with mature capability/capacity.
ity; that is, their capability/capacity maturity is sufficient to understand data/physical-world invisibility. This insight corresponds to well-understood areas in data science. Examples include profiling and descriptive analysis that applies existing models to data deemed by data analysts to follow certain assumptions.

“Space B” represents the hidden space; that is, “I know what I do not know (about the unseen world).” For some people or disciplines, even though certain aspects of their capability/capacity is mature, CKI is hidden to (so cannot be addressed by) current data science capability/capacity, thus requiring more-advanced capability/capacity. Examples include existing IID models (such as k-means and the k-nearest neighbors algorithm) that cannot handle non-IID data.

“Space C” represents the blind space; that is, “I (my immature capability) do not know what I know (about the world).” Although CKI is visible to some people or disciplines, their capability/capacity is also mature, but CKI and capability/capacity do not match well; immaturity thus renders them blind to the world. An example might be when even established social scientists try to address a data science problem.

“Space D” represents the unknown; that is, “I do not know what I do not know, so CKI in the hidden world is unknown due to immature capability.” This is the area today on which data science focuses its future research and discovery. Along with increased invisibility, the lack of capability maturity also increases. In the world of fast-evolving big data, CKI invisibility increases, resulting in an ever-larger unknown space.

The current stage of data science capability and maturity, or “We do not know what we do not know,” can be explained in terms of unknown perspectives and scenarios. As outlined in Figure 3, the unknown world presents “unknownness” in terms of certain definable categories, including problems and complexities; hierarchy, structures, distributions, relations, and heterogeneities; capabilities, opportunities, and gaps; and solutions.

**Data Science Directions**

Here, I consider the applied data science conceptual landscape, followed by two significant aspirational goals: non-IID data learning and human-like intelligence.

**Data science landscape.** The X-complexity and X-intelligence in complex data science systems and widening gap between world invisibility and capability/capacity immaturity yield new research challenges that motivate development of data science as a discipline. Figure 4 outlines the conceptual
The metasynthesis of X-complexities and X-intelligence in complex data science problems might ultimately produce even super machine intelligence.
be present due to the increasing scale of complexity and data-quality issues (such as cross-organizational, cross-media, cross-cultural, and cross-economic mechanisms) emerging in the big-data and Internet-based data/business environment.

Data scientists seek to model, learn, analyze, and mine data, including X-complexities and X-intelligence. For example, being able to perform deep analytics is essential for discovering unknown knowledge and intelligence in the unknown space in Figure 2 that cannot be handled through existing latent learning and descriptive and predictive analytics; another option might be to integrate data-driven and model-based problem solving, balancing common learning models and frameworks and domain-specific data complexities and intelligence-driven evidence learning.

X-complexity and X-intelligence pose additional challenges to simulation and experimental design, including how to simulate the complexities, intelligence, working mechanisms, processes, and dynamics in data and corresponding business systems and how to design experiments to explore the effect of business managers’ data-driven decisions. Big-data analytics requires high-performance processing and analytics that support large-scale, real-time, online, high-frequency, Internet-based, cross-organizational data processing and analytics while balancing local and global resource objectives. Such an effort may require new distributed, parallel, high-performance infrastructure, batch, array, memory, disk, and cloud-based processing and storage, data-structure-and-management systems, and data-to-knowledge management.

Complex data science also challenges existing analytics and computing architectures and infrastructure, say, invent analytics and computing architectures and infrastructure based on memory, disk, cloud, and Internet resources. Another important issue for developers of data systems is how to support the networking, communication, and interoperation of the various data science roles within a distributed data science team. Such coordination requires distributed cooperative management of projects, data, goals, tasks, models, outcomes, work flows, task scheduling, version control, reporting, and governance.

Addressing them involves systematic and interdisciplinary approaches possibly requiring synergy among many related research areas. Such synergy is due to taking on complex data science problems that cannot be addressed through one-off efforts. For instance, data structures, computational infrastructure, and detection algorithms are required for high-frequency real-time risk analytics in extremely large online businesses like electronic commerce and financial trading.

Violating assumptions in data science. Big data includes X-complexities, including complex coupling relationships and/or mixed distributions, formats, types and variables, and unstructured and weakly structured data. Complex data poses significant challenges to many mathematical, statistical, and analytical methods built on relatively narrow assumptions, owing to the fact that they are routinely violated in big-data analytics. When assumptions are violated, modeling outcomes may be inaccurate, distorted, or misleading. In addition to general scenarios (such as whether data violates the assumptions of normal distribution, t-test, and linear regression), an assumption check applies to broad aspects of a business problem’s data, including independence, normality, linearity, variance, randomization, and measurement that apply to population data and analysis.

Fundamental work on detecting and verifying such validations is limited, and even less has sought to invent new theories and tools to manage and circumvent assumption violations in big data. One such violation I highlight here is the IID assumption, as big, complex data (referring to objects, attributes, and values2) is essentially non-IID, whereas most existing analytical methods are IID.2

In a non-IID data problem (see Figure 5a), non-IIDness, as outlined in Figure 5c, refers to the mixture of couplings, including co-occurrence, neighborhood, dependence, linkage, correlation, and causality, and other poorly explored and unquantified relations involving, say, sophisticated cultural and religious connections and influence, as well as heterogeneity within and between two or more aspects of a data system (such as entity, entity class, entity property like a variable, process, fact, and state of affairs) or other types of entities or properties (such as learning algorithms, and learned results) appearing or produced prior to, during, or after a target process (such as a learning task). By contrast, IIDness essentially ignores or simplifies all these properties, as outlined in Figure 5b.

Learning visible and especially invisible non-IIDness is fundamental for data scientists looking for deep understanding of data with weak and/or un-
In many cases, locally visible but globally invisible (or vice versa) non-IIDness takes a range of forms, structures, and layers on diverse entities. Individual learners cannot tell the whole story due to their inability to identify such complex non-IIDness. Effectively learning the widespread, visible, and invisible non-IIDness of big data is crucial for data scientists trying to gain a complete picture of an underlying business problem.

Data analysts often focus on learning explicit non-IIDness, or visible and easy to learn. The hybridization of multiple analytical methods on combinations of multiple sources of data into a big table for analysis typically falls into this category of non-IID systems. Computing non-IIDness refers to understanding, formalizing, and quantifying the non-IID aspects of data (such as entities, interactions, layers, forms, and strength of non-IIDness). Non-IID learning systems seek to understand non-IIDness in data-analytics systems, from values, attributes, objects, methods, and measures to processing outcomes (such as mined patterns).

I now explore the prospects for inventing new data science theories and tools for non-IIDness and non-IID data learning, including how to address non-IID data characteristics (not just variables), in terms of new feature analysis:

**Deep understanding of non-IID data characteristics.** The aim is to identify, specify, and quantify non-IID data characteristics, factors, types, and levels of non-IIDness in data and business, and identify the difference between what can be captured and what cannot be captured through existing technologies.

**Non-IID feature analysis and construction.** The aim is to invent new theories and tools for analyzing feature relationships by considering non-IIDness within and between features and objects and developing new theories and algorithms for selecting, mining, and constructing features.

**Non-IID learning theories, algorithms, and models.** The aim is to create new theories, algorithms, and models for analyzing, learning, and mining non-IID data by considering various couplings and heterogeneity; and

**Non-IID similarity and evaluation metrics.** The aim is to develop new similarity and dissimilarity learning methods and metrics, as well as evaluation metrics that consider non-IIDness in data and business.

More broadly, many existing data-oriented theories, designs, mechanisms, systems, and tools may have to be reinvented in light of non-IIDness. In addition to incorporating non-IIDness into data mining, machine learning, and general data analytics, non-IIDness is found in other well-established bodies of knowledge, including mathematical and statistical foundations, descriptive-analytics theories and tools, data-management theories and systems, information-retrieval theories and tools, multimedia analysis, and various X-analytics.

**Data characteristics and X-complexities.** To address critical issues in data-driven discovery like assumption violations, I assume data characteristics and X-complexities determine the values, complexities, and quality of data-driven discovery. Data characteristics refer to the profile and complexities of data (generally a dataset) that can be described in terms of data factors (such as distribution, structure, hierarchy, dimension, granularity, heterogeneity, and uncertainty).

Understanding data characteristics and X-complexities involves four fundamental data science challenges and directions:

1. Definition of data characteristics and X-complexities;
2. How to represent and model data characteristics and X-complexities;
3. Data-characteristics- and X-complexities-driven data understanding, analysis, learning, and management; and
4. How to evaluate the quality of data understanding, analysis, learning, and management in terms of data characteristics and X-complexities. Unfortunately, only limited theories and tools are available for addressing them.

**Data-brain and human-like ma-
machine intelligence. Computer scientists, economists, and politicians, as well as the general public, debate whether and when machines might replace humans.21 While it may not be possible to build data-brain or thinking machines with human-like abilities, data science, especially big-data analytics, is driving a technological revolution, from implementing logical-thinking-centered machine intelligence to creative-thinking-oriented machine intelligence. It may be partially reflected in Google’s AlphaGo (https://deepmind.com/) defeat of top-ranked Chinese Go player Ke Jie in 2017 and South Korean grandmaster Lee Sedol in 2016, as well as the Facebook emotion experiment,14 but none has actually exhibited human-like imagination or thinking. This revolution (such as through data science thinking), if truly able to mimic human intelligence, may transform machine intelligence, changing the human-machine separation of responsibilities.

Curiosity is a critical human capability, starting the moment we are born. We want to know what, how, and why everything. Curiosity connects other cognitive activities, particularly imagination, reasoning, aggregation, creativity, and enthusiasm to produce new ideas, observations, concepts, knowledge, and decisions. Humans manage to upgrade their own intelligence through experience, exploration, learning, and reflection. Accordingly, a critical goal for data scientists is to enable data- and X-intelligence-driven machines to generate, retain, and simulate human curiosity through learning inquisitively from data and X-intelligence.

Imaginative thinking differentiates humans from machines designed with sense-effect, learning, reasoning, and optimization mechanisms. Human imagination is intuitive, creative, evolving, and uncertain. It also represents a great yet challenging opportunity for transforming logic, patterns, and predefined sense-effect-mechanisms-driven machines into human-like data systems. Such a transformation would require machines able to simulate human-imagination processes and mechanisms. Existing knowledge representation, aggregation, computational logic, reasoning, and logic thinking incorporated into machines may never quite deliver machine curiosity, intuition, or imagination. Existing data and computer theories, operating systems, system architectures and infrastructures, computing languages, and data management must still be fundamentally reformed by, say, simulating, learning, reasoning, and synthesizing original thoughts from cognitive science, social science, data science, and intelligence science to render machines creative. They also must be able to engage X-intelligence in a non-pre-defined, “non-patternable” way, unlike existing simulation, learning, and computation, which are largely pre-defined or design-based by default.

To enable discovery, data-analytical thinking, a core aspect of data science thinking,4 needs to be built into data products and learned by data professionals. Data-analytical thinking is not only explicit, descriptive, and predictive but also implicit and prescriptive. Complex data problem solving requires systematic, evolving, imaginative, critical, and actionable data science thinking. In addition to computational thinking, a machine might ultimately be able to mimic human approaches to information processing by synthesizing comprehensive data, information, knowledge, and intelligence through cognitive-processing methods and processes.

Developing Complex Systems

The X-complexities and X-intelligence discussed earlier render a complex data system equivalent to an open complex intelligent system.3 Use of X-intelligence by a data scientist could take one of two paths: “single intelligence engagement” or “multi-aspect intelligence engagement.” An example of the former is domain knowledge in data analytics and user preferences in recommender systems. Single-intelligence engagement applies to simple data science problem solving and systems. In general, multi-aspect X-intelligence can be found in complex data science problems.

As outlined in Figure 6, the performance of a data science-problem-solving system depends on recognition, acquisition, representation, and integration of relevant X-intelligence. To enable an X-intelligence-driven complex data science problem-solving process, data scientists need new methodologies and system-engineering methods. The theory of “metasynthetic engineering”9,19 and integration of ubiquitous intelligence might provide useful guidance for synthesizing X-intelligence in complex data and business systems.

The principle of “intelligence metasynthesis” of multiple types of intelligence1,9 involves, synthesizes, and uses ubiquitous intelligence in the complex data environment to understand the nature of data and related problems, invent discovery systems, discover interesting knowledge, and generate actionable insights.7 Intelligence metasynthesis applies to solving complex data science problems involving complex system engineering in which multiple aspects of complexity and intelligence may be embedded in the data, environment, and problem-solving process. The “reductionism” methodology4 for data and knowledge exploration may not work well because the problem may not be clear, specific, and quantitative so cannot be decomposed and analyzed effectively. In contrast, analysis through a holistic lens does not equal the sum of the analysis of the parts, a common challenge developing complex systems.20

Accordingly, in light of the theory of “system complexities” and corresponding methodologies “systematism,”3,13,20 a methodology that synthesizes reductionism and “holism” may then be more applicable for analyzing, designing, and evaluating complex data problems.

When a data science problem involves large-scale data objects, multiple levels of subtasks, objects, sources, and types of data from online, business, mobile, or social networks, complicating contexts, human involvement and domain constraints, the problem thus reflects the characteristics of an open complex system.1,20 The problem is also likely to involve common system complexities, including openness, scale, hierarchy, human involvement, societal characteristics, dynamic characteristics, uncertainty, and imprecision.1,19,20

Although specific big-data analytical tasks are manageable by follow-
ing existing analytical methodologies, typical cross-enterprise, global, and Internet-based data science projects (such as global financial crisis and terrorist activities) satisfy most if not all such complexities. This level of complex data science involves X-complexities problems, and their resolution must first synthesize the X-intelligence in the problems. One approach to instantiate the systematism methodology is “qualitative-to-quantitative metasynthesis.”1,20 as proposed by Chinese scientist Xuesen Qian (also known as Hsueh-Shen Tsien) to guide system engineering in large-scale open systems.21 Such qualitative-to-quantitative metasynthesis supports exploration of open complex systems through an iterative cognitive and problem-solving process on a human-centered, human-machine-cooperative problem-solving platform in which human, data, and machine intelligence, along with X-intelligence, must be engaged, quantified, and synthesized. Implementing it for open complex intelligent systems, the “metasynthetic computing and engineering” (MCE) approach3 provides a systematic computing and engineering guide and suite of system-analysis tools.

Figure 7 outlines the process of applying the qualitative-to-quantitative metasynthesis methodology to complex data science problems. MCE supports an iterative, hierarchical problem-solving process, incorporating internal and external inputs, including data, information, domain knowledge, initial hypotheses, and underlying environmental factors. Data scientists would start by presetting analytics goals and tasks to be explored on the given data by incorporating domain, organizational, social and environmental complexities and intelligence. They would then use preliminary observations obtained from domain and experience to identify and verify qualitative and quantitative hypotheses and estimations that guide development of modeling and analytical methods. Findings would then be evaluated and fed back to the corresponding procedures for refining and optimizing understanding of previously unknown problem challenges, goals, and discovery methods. Following these iterative and hierarchical steps toward qualitative-to-quantitative intelligence transformation would thus disclose and quantify the initial problem “unknownness.” Finally, actionable knowledge and insight would be identified and delivered to businesspeople who would address data complexities and business goals.

As an example of how to deliver actionable knowledge, domain-driven data mining2 aims to integrate X-intelligence and X-complexities for complex knowledge-discovery problems. Domain-driven data mining advocates a comprehensive process of synthesizing data intelligence with other types of intelligence to prompt new intelligence to address gaps in existing data-driven methods, delivering actionable knowledge to business users. The metasynthesis of X-complexities and X-intelligence in complex data science problems might ultimately produce even super machine intelligence. Super-intelligent machines could then understand, represent, and learn X-complexities, particularly data characteristics; acquire and represent unstructured, ill-structured, and uncertain human knowledge; support involvement of business experts in the analytics process; acquire and represent imaginative and creative thinking in group heuristic discussions among human experts; acquire and represent group/collective interaction behaviors; and build infrastructure involving X-intelligence. While a data brain cannot mimic special human imagination, curiosity, and intuition, the simulation and modeling of human behavior and human-data systems interaction and cooperation promise to approach human-like machine intelligence.

Conclusion

The low-level X-complexities and X-intelligence characterizing complex data science problems reflect the gaps between the world of hidden data and existing data science immaturity. Filling them requires a disciplinewide effort to build complex data science thinking and corresponding methodologies from a complex-system perspective. The emerging data science evolution means opportunities for breakthrough research, technological innovation, and a new data economy. If parallels are drawn between evolution of the Internet and evolution of data science, the future and the socioeconomic and cultural impact of data science will be unprecedented indeed, though as yet unquantifiable.
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